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ABSTRACT 27 

Audiovisual (AV) integration is essential for speech comprehension, especially in 28 

adverse listening situations. Divergent, but not mutually exclusive, theories have been 29 

proposed to explain the neural mechanisms underlying AV integration. One theory 30 

advocates that this process occurs via interactions between the auditory and visual 31 

cortices, as opposed to fusion of AV percepts in a multisensory integrator. Building upon 32 

this idea, we proposed that AV integration in spoken language reflects visually-induced 33 

weighting of phonetic representations at the auditory cortex. EEG was recorded while 34 

male and female human subjects watched and listened to videos of a speaker uttering 35 

consonant vowel (CV) syllables /ba/ and /fa/, presented in auditory-only, AV congruent 36 

or incongruent contexts. Subjects reported whether they heard /ba/ or /fa/. We 37 

hypothesized that vision alters phonetic encoding by dynamically weighting which 38 

phonetic representation in the auditory cortex is strengthened or weakened. That is, 39 

when subjects are presented with visual /fa/ and acoustic /ba/ and hear /fa/ (illusion-fa), 40 

the visual input strengthens the weighting of the phone /f/ representation. When 41 

subjects are presented with visual /ba/ and acoustic /fa/ and hear /ba/ (illusion-ba), the 42 

visual input weakens the weighting of the phone /f/ representation. Indeed, we found an 43 

enlarged N1 auditory evoked potential when subjects perceived illusion-ba, and a 44 

reduced N1 when they perceived illusion-fa, mirroring the N1 behavior for /ba/ and /fa/ 45 

in auditory-only settings. These effects were especially pronounced in individuals with 46 

more robust illusory perception. These findings provide evidence that visual speech 47 

modifies phonetic encoding at the auditory cortex. 48 

 49 

 50 
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SIGNIFICANCE STATEMENT  51 

The current study presents evidence that audiovisual integration in spoken 52 

language occurs when one modality (vision) acts on representations of a second 53 

modality (audition). Using the McGurk illusion, we show that visual context primes 54 

phonetic representations at the auditory cortex, altering the auditory percept, evidenced 55 

by changes in the N1 auditory evoked potential. This finding reinforces the theory that 56 

audiovisual integration occurs via visual networks influencing phonetic representations 57 

in the auditory cortex. We believe that this will lead to the generation of new hypotheses 58 

regarding cross-modal mapping, particularly whether it occurs via direct or indirect 59 

routes, e.g., via a multisensory mediator.  60 

 61 

 62 

 63 

 64 

 65 

 66 

 67 

 68 

 69 

 70 

 71 

 72 

 73 

 74 
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1. INTRODUCTION 75 

Listeners often rely on visual cues (lip movements) to enhance speech 76 

comprehension in difficult listening environments (Sumby and Pollack, 1954). Prior 77 

reports on the neural mechanisms mediating audiovisual (AV) integration offer 78 

diverging, but not mutually exclusive, theories. One theory posits that AV integration, 79 

such as in the McGurk illusion (McGurk and Macdonald, 1976), arises when neural 80 

representations from the auditory and visual cortices combine in a multisensory network  81 

to produce a fused percept (Calvert et al., 2000; Beauchamp et al., 2004). Another 82 

theory postulates that visual representations influence activity in the core and belt 83 

regions of the auditory cortex, which are traditionally viewed as unimodal (Sams et al., 84 

1991; Besle et al., 2004; Ghazanfar et al., 2005; Schroeder and Foxe, 2005; Van 85 

Wassenhove et al., 2005; Saint-amour et al., 2007; Kayser et al., 2010). Besle et al. 86 

(2004) and van Wassenhove et al. (2005) examined the influence of visual speech on 87 

the N1 auditory evoked potential (AEP), which reflects sound processing in the auditory 88 

cortex (Scherg et al., 1989; Zouridakis et al., 1998). They found that the N1 amplitude 89 

was suppressed during AV versus Auditory-only speech perception. They posited that 90 

the preceding information conveyed by vision makes the corresponding auditory 91 

information redundant, leading to suppression of the N1 AEP (Besle et al., 2004; van 92 

Wassenhove et al., 2005).  93 

In this study, we build on these theories and propose that AV integration of 94 

spoken language involves the visual modality acting upon the auditory modality, via 95 

strengthening or weakening the weighting of phonetic representations. Although 96 

previous studies may have indirectly suggested that the suppressive N1 effect reflects 97 

visually-induced phonetic encoding (e.g., Besle et al., 2004; Van Wassenhove et al., 98 
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2005; Pilling, 2009), they were not designed to test for visual modulation of phonetic 99 

encoding, nor did they provide explicit evidence to that effect. More relevant to the 100 

current research question however is an electrocorticography study by Smith et al., 101 

(2013). They showed that spectral activity in the parabelt region of the auditory cortex in 102 

response to McGurk stimuli was more similar to the spectral activity of the visually-103 

conveyed phonemes than the spoken phonemes, indicating that visual context impacts 104 

phonetic encoding.   105 

To assess the visual modality’s influence on the relative weighting of phonetic 106 

representations, we employed a play on the McGurk illusion, underscoring the visual 107 

system’s intricate ability to excite (strengthen) and inhibit (weaken) phonetic 108 

representations in order to alter auditory perception. Thus, we constrained the visual 109 

influence to a specific phonetic cue; enhancement or weakening of this cue in the 110 

auditory cortex, indexed by a shift in the N1 amplitude, can cause a change in phonetic 111 

classification. Subjects were presented with consonant vowel (CV) syllables /ba/ and 112 

/fa/ in Auditory-only, AV congruent (e.g., visual /ba/ paired with acoustic /ba/), or 113 

incongruent (visual /ba/ paired with acoustic /fa/ or vice versa) settings. They reported if 114 

they heard /ba/ or /fa/. These CVs were used for two reasons. First, they primarily differ 115 

in the initial phone /f/; if /f/ is removed, the remainder of /fa/ is heard as /ba/, because 116 

the voiced portions of the two syllables have similar formant transitions. Thus, for the 117 

AV incongruent stimuli, visual information can lead to the strengthening or weakening of 118 

the /f/ representation in the auditory cortex, resulting in a /fa/ or /ba/ auditory perception, 119 

respectively. Second, /ba/ and /fa/ CVs evoke distinct N1 amplitudes when presented in 120 

Auditory-only or congruent AV settings; the N1 is larger (more negative) for /ba/ than 121 
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/fa/. We hypothesized (Fig. 1) that when subjects are presented with visual /fa/ and 122 

acoustic /ba/ and hear /fa/ (illusion-fa), the visual input strengthens the weighting of the 123 

phone /f/ representation, leading to a reduction in the N1 amplitude. When subjects are 124 

presented with visual /ba/ and acoustic /fa/ and hear /ba/ (illusion-ba), the visual input 125 

weakens the weighting of the phone /f/ representation, leading to an enhancement of 126 

the N1 amplitude. 127 

 128 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 129 
2.1. Subjects 130 

Twenty adults participated in this study. Data from one subject, who reported a 131 

language deficit, was excluded from the analyses. The remaining 19 subjects (8 female, 132 

14 right handed, 1 ambidextrous) had a mean age of 20.9 ± 1.8SD years and reported 133 

normal hearing, normal/corrected vision, and no history of language deficits or 134 

neurological disorders. Five subjects were non-native fluent English speakers. English 135 

fluency is defined here as having spoken English continuously for a minimum of 10 136 

years prior to participation. All subjects provided written informed consent in accordance 137 

with the guidelines of the University of California, Davis Institutional Review Board, and 138 

they were monetarily compensated for their participation.  139 

 140 

2.2. Stimuli 141 

The visual and acoustic stimuli were extracted from a video of a female speaker 142 

(mean f0 = 210 Hz) uttering consonant vowel (CV) syllables. The original video was 143 

recorded using a Panasonic digital camera AG-DVX100 (30 frames/s) and Adobe 144 

Premiere Pro 2.0 (Adobe Systems, San Jose, CA). Adobe Premiere was also used to 145 
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edit the video. We selected four video clips of the speaker uttering /ba/ and four clips of 146 

the speaker uttering /fa/ from the original video. Each video clip lasted 3 seconds and 147 

contained a CV segment that began and ended with a still face (no mouth movements) 148 

and silence. For each CV, three of the four video clips were selected for acoustic 149 

stimuli, while the fourth clip was selected for the visual stimulus (silent video). The 150 

audios were then extracted from the videos, so that they could be paired with different 151 

silent videos. All acoustic /ba/ CVs lasted about 425 ms; however, the acoustic /fa/ CVs 152 

were always 50 ms longer due to the phone /f/ (Fig. 1A). Thus, the fricative /f/ was 153 

edited for all three /fa/ sounds to last exactly 50 ms, because differences in voice onset 154 

time may affect the latency and amplitude of AEPs. The fourth previously-selected 155 

video, per CV, was stripped of its audio to create a silent video file. The two silent 156 

videos (i.e., /ba/ and /fa/) were mixed and matched with the six acoustic tokens (3 /ba/ 157 

and 3 /fa/) to create congruent (AV-congruent) and incongruent (AV-incongruent) pairs 158 

of AV stimuli, in addition to visual only (V-only) and auditory-only (A-only) conditions. 159 

The two silent videos were chosen for two reasons. 1) The lip-closure in the /ba/ CV and 160 

lip-tuck of the /fa/ CV occurred at about the same time (frame 34 of the video clip, 1089 161 

ms relative to the beginning of the videos). 2) The voiced portion of both the /ba/ and 162 

/fa/ CV sounds corresponding to the two chosen silent videos occurred at the same time 163 

(1270 ms relative to the beginning of each video). Hence, the 6 CV sounds were paired 164 

with the two silent videos in the AV-congruent and AV-incongruent conditions by 165 

aligning the voicing onset (e.g., /b/) of each CV to the 1270 ms time-point relative to the 166 

beginning of either of the two silent videos. For the auditory /ba/ CVs, this alignment is 167 

straightforward because /b/, thus CV onset, is voiced. However, for /fa/, the /f/ fricative 168 
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onset occurred at 1220 ms relative to the start of the videos, but the voicing onset 169 

occurred at 1270 (same as /ba/) because /f/ was trimmed to exactly 50 ms in duration. 170 

Please note that the EEG triggers informing sound onsets (Fig. 1A) of all stimuli always 171 

occurred at the onset of the /fa/ sound (1220 ms after video onset), and hence the 172 

triggers for the /ba/ sounds always occurred 50 ms prior to the onset of /ba/. For this 173 

reason, the auditory evoked potentials (AEPs) of /ba/ were always delayed by 50 ms.   174 

Note that the viseme /fa/ differed in pre-articulatory mouth movements from the 175 

viseme /ba/, which is taken into account during the EEG analyses. All acoustic CVs 176 

were equalized to the same root mean square value. All three acoustic tokens per CV 177 

were used in each condition. Since acoustic features vary between utterances even by 178 

the same talker, we averaged the EEG data across the three acoustic tokens for each 179 

CV within a percept type (e.g., A-only /ba/ had all three /ba/ CVs). Thus, differences in 180 

the N1 AEP between acoustic /ba/ and /fa/ CVs may be less attributed to meaningless 181 

physical variations between the /ba/ and /fa/ utterances. 182 

-------------------------------------- 183 
Figure 1 here 184 

-------------------------------------- 185 

2.3. Procedure 186 

Subjects sat about 85 cm in front of a 24-inch Dell monitor. EEG and behavioral 187 

responses were acquired while subjects watched and listened to the AV videos and 188 

made judgments on what they heard. The EEG was recorded with a 64-channel cap 189 

(BioSemi Active Two system, 10-20 Ag-AgCl electrode system, with Common Mode 190 

Sense and Driven Right Leg passive electrodes serving as grounds, A/D rate 1024 Hz). 191 

The stimuli were presented using Presentation Software (v.18.1, Neurobehavioral 192 

Systems, Albany, CA). The sound was played though one loudspeaker (Vizio sound 193 
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bar, model S2920W-C0) situated below the monitor, at a mean intensity level of 70 dBA 194 

sound pressure level. To ensure accurate timing for the EEG analyses, the sound onset 195 

triggers were embedded with the wave file metadata. The visual stimuli were cropped to 196 

show only the lower half of the talker’s face (Fig. 1); the resulting dimensions of these 197 

cropped visual stimuli were 13.5 cm (width) by 12 cm (height) on the monitor. 198 

The experiment consisted of six blocks that lasted just over 10 minutes each. 199 

One participant completed only five blocks. Each block consisted of 204 trials presented 200 

in an event-related mixed design and randomized among all stimulus types. Stimulus 201 

assignment within each block was as follows: 24 trials each for A-only /ba/, A-only /fa/, 202 

V-only /ba/, V-only /fa/, AV-congruent /ba/, and AV-congruent /fa/. For the AV-203 

incongruent condition, there were 30 trials per CV combination in each block (i.e., 30 204 

visual /ba/ and acoustic /fa/ trials, and 30 visual /fa/ and acoustic /ba/ trials). The larger 205 

number of trials in the AV-incongruent condition was intentional, in anticipation of 206 

illusion-failure trials. Trial duration was about 2700 ms plus a variable jitter of 1 to 500 207 

ms. In the A-only condition, subjects listened to an acoustic token while watching a still 208 

image of the speaker with her mouth closed. In the V-only condition, subjects watched a 209 

silent video of the speaker uttering either /ba/ or /fa/. In the AV-congruent condition, 210 

subjects watched and listened to congruent video and audio files (e.g., visual /ba/ and 211 

acoustic /ba/). In the AV-incongruent condition, subjects watched and listened to 212 

incongruent video and audio files (i.e., visual /ba/ and acoustic /fa/ or vice versa). 213 

Subjects indicated if they heard /ba/ or /fa/ by pressing a keyboard button using their left 214 

middle or index finger, respectively. They were instructed to make a quick decision even 215 

when unsure of the answer.  216 
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To distinguish between conditions and percept types, we henceforth use the 217 

following naming convention: the A-only condition produced A-ba and A-fa percept 218 

types; the V-only produced V-ba and V-fa; the AV-congruent condition produced AV-219 

congruent-ba and AV-congruent-fa; the AV-incongruent condition produced illusion-ba 220 

(visual /ba/, acoustic /fa/, heard /ba/), illusion-failure-ba (visual /ba/, acoustic /fa/, heard 221 

/fa/), illusion-fa (visual /fa/, acoustic /ba/, heard /fa/), and illusion-failure-fa (visual /fa/, 222 

acoustic /ba/, heard /ba/). In a subsequent analysis, we also collapsed across the 223 

illusion and illusion-failure percepts, producing illusion+failure-ba (visual /ba/, acoustic 224 

/fa/, heard /ba/ or /fa/) and illusion+failure-fa (visual /fa/, acoustic /ba/, heard /ba/ or /fa/).  225 

 226 

2.4. Data analysis 227 

2.4.1. Behavior: Custom MATLAB code was used to parse the logfiles outputted from 228 

the Presentation software, in order to obtain participants’ response type (/ba/ or /fa/) and 229 

response time (RT) on each trial. First, we obtained the response data for the A-only, V-230 

only, and AV-congruent conditions, separately for each CV stimulus, /ba/ and /fa/. Since 231 

these control conditions have a correct answer, responses were analyzed in terms of 232 

accuracy (i.e., percent correct). For the AV-incongruent conditions, the response data 233 

were analyzed to determine how often the illusory percept was experienced. For 234 

example, for the visual /ba/ plus acoustic /fa/ trials, the occurrence of the illusion-ba 235 

percept was calculated as the number of trials with a /ba/ response divided by the total 236 

number of trials with a /ba/ or /fa/ response. Trials without a response (misses) were not 237 

included in any analysis. RTs were computed as the amount of time that elapsed 238 

between the onset of the audio signal and the response for each trial. The 50-ms delay 239 
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between the acoustic onset of /ba/ and /fa/ was taken into account when computing 240 

RTs. For the V-only trials, a silent wave file, which contained a marker at the onset of 241 

the video’s corresponding audio signal, was played; thus, the RT for V-only trials was 242 

computed in the same way as the other conditions – relative to the start of the “acoustic” 243 

onset. For the control conditions (A-only, V-only, AV-congruent), the RTs were 244 

calculated for correct trials only. For the AV-incongruent conditions, the RTs were 245 

calculated for each percept type separately (e.g., illusion-ba and illusion-failure-ba).      246 

 247 

2.4.2. AEPs: Pre-processing of EEG data was done using EEGLAB (Delorme and 248 

Makeig, 2004), ERPLAB (Lopez-Calderon and Luck, 2014) and in-house MATLAB 249 

code. Statistical analysis of the AEP peaks was done using the cluster-based 250 

permutation test implemented in FieldTrip toolbox (Maris and Oostenveld, 2007; 251 

Oostenveld et al., 2011).  252 

 253 

2.4.2.1. Pre-processing: Each subject’s continuous EEG file, which included the entire 254 

data set, was initially epoched from -100 to 2700 ms relative to the beginning of the trial, 255 

and the mean voltage of each epoch was removed. By “the beginning of the trial”, we do 256 

not mean the beginning of mouth movements or sounds; rather, it refers to the instance 257 

when the trial begins with silence and still frames. As a reference, the sound of /ba/ 258 

occurred 1270 ms following the beginning of the trial. Next, we rejected trials with 259 

voltage shifts greater than ± 200 V between 1070 to 1270 ms (200 ms and 150 ms 260 

window prior to the onset of acoustic /ba/ and /fa/, respectively) at the frontal channels 261 

(FP1, FP2, and FPz). This was done prior to running Independent Component Analysis 262 
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(ICA) in order to remove epochs with ocular artifacts (e.g., blinks) occurring in this 263 

important period (beginning of articular mouth movements), as visual perception of 264 

mouth movements would not be possible while the eyes are closed. ICA was then 265 

performed on the epoched individual files that included all conditions and blocks, 266 

excluding bad channels. ICA components with topographies indicative of ocular artifacts 267 

were rejected (mean 2 components per subject). Note, ICA correction was performed 268 

on the file that included all conditions, ensuring that common ICA components were 269 

removed from all conditions; this concatenated file was later re-epoched and sorted 270 

according to condition/percept (see below). Following ICA correction, bad channels 271 

(maximum of 2, 4 subjects) were interpolated using EEGLAB’s spherical interpolation 272 

method. Individual data were then average-referenced and band-passed filtered 273 

between 0.1 and 30 Hz using a zero-phase (4th order) Butterworth filter. Next, individual 274 

data were re-epoched from -100 ms to +500 ms, relative to the acoustic stimulus onset 275 

(onset of /f/; see Fig.1), linearly detrended for each percept type separately, and re-276 

baselined to the 100 ms pre-acoustic-stimulus period. Then, trials with amplitude shifts 277 

greater than ± 100 V in any channel were excluded from the data. Finally, for each 278 

subject, each percept type file was averaged across trials in the time domain to produce 279 

AEP waveforms.  280 

 281 

2.4.2.2. Number of trials and criterion for subject inclusion: The mean number and 282 

standard deviation (SD) of trials of all subjects per percept type after artifact removal 283 

were as follows: A-ba, 112 ± 21; A-fa, 125 ± 17; V-ba, 118 ± 21; V-fa, 127 ± 17; AV-284 

congruent-ba, 129 ± 16; AV-congruent-fa, 131 ± 15; illusion-ba, 53 ± 54;  illusion-fa, 124 285 
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± 51. As can be seen, illusion-ba had a small mean number of trials with a large SD, 286 

indicative of relatively infrequent illusory perception and large subject variability. Thus, 287 

to obtain a reliable AEP signal, initial AEP analysis was limited to subjects with a 288 

minimum of 40 trials per percept type. Hence, data from 19/19 subjects were included 289 

for the control percept types A-ba, A-fa, V-ba, V-fa, AV-congruent-ba, and AV-290 

congruent-fa. Data from 9/19 subjects were included for illusion-ba (99 ± 45 trials); 291 

17/19 subjects for illusion-fa (136 ± 39 trials); 15/19 subjects were included for illusion-292 

failure-ba (122 ± 35 trials); 6/19 subjects were included for illusion-failure-fa (99 ± 38 293 

trials). In a subsequent analysis (section 3.2.2.5), we examined the AEPs when they 294 

were averaged across the illusion and illusion-failure percepts. For this analysis all 19 295 

subjects were included with a mean trial number (± SD) for the combined percepts 296 

illusion+failure-ba of 155 ± 27 trials and illusion+failure-fa of 160 ± 23 trials.      297 

 298 

2.4.4. Experimental Design and Statistical Analysis: Recall that subjects were 299 

presented with the CVs /ba/ and /fa/ in A-only, AV-congruent, or AV-incongruent 300 

contexts, as well as a V-only control condition. They reported their auditory perception –  301 

whether they heard /ba/ or /fa/. These CVs were used for two reasons. First, they mainly 302 

differ in the initial phone /f/; if /f/ is edited out, the rest of the CV is heard as /ba/, 303 

because the formant transitions of the voiced portions of the two syllables are similar. 304 

Second, /ba/ and /fa/ are distinct by their N1 amplitudes when presented in the A-only 305 

condition (the N1 is larger for /ba/ than /fa/). The N1’s main neural generators originate 306 

in the core and belt regions of the auditory cortex (Scherg et al., 1989; Zouridakis et al., 307 

1998). However, AEPs represent the superposition of multiple generators, and 308 
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contributions from other regions of the brain including the superior temporal 309 

sulcus/gyrus (STS/G) cannot be ruled out. Consistent with this attribute, the N1 has 310 

been linked to the encoding of simple acoustic features (e.g., sound onsets and pitch; 311 

Jones et al., 1998), which are favorably processed in the core of the auditory cortex, as 312 

well as phonetic features (e.g., formants), which have representations in both low- and 313 

high-level auditory networks (Ostroff et al., 1998; Toscano et al., 2010; Carpenter and 314 

Shahin, 2013; Pereira and Toscano, 2016). We hypothesized (Fig. 1A) that when 315 

subjects experience illusion-fa (visual /fa/, acoustic /ba/, heard /fa/), the visual context 316 

strengthens the weighting of the phone /f/ representation, leading to a reduction in the 317 

N1 amplitude. When subjects experience illusion-ba (visual /ba/, acoustic /fa/, heard 318 

/ba/), the visual context weakens the weighting of the phone /f/ representation, leading 319 

to an enhancement in the N1 amplitude. Only then we can claim that visual speech 320 

alters phonetic encoding at the auditory cortex.  321 

 322 

2.4.4.1 Behavioral Data Statistics: Statistical analysis of behavioral data was based 323 

on repeated measures analyses of variance (ANOVAs). The variables inputted into 324 

each ANOVA are outlined in the results. Post-hoc analyses used Tukey's honest 325 

significant difference tests, and contrasts with p-values of 0.05 or less were considered 326 

significant. The Greenhouse-Geisser correction method was applied to p-values from 327 

the main ANOVAs (main effects and interactions) if the sphericity assumption was 328 

violated. Effect sizes are denoted by partial eta squared ( p
2). Statistics were performed 329 

using Statistica v.13 (Dell Software, Tulsa, OK). 330 

 331 
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2.4.4.1 EEG Data Statistics: We analyzed the AEP data in two ways. First, statistical 332 

analysis of AEPs was initially conducted the same way as the behavioral results. This 333 

was done using repeated measures ANOVAs to test for significant differences between 334 

the different percept types’ N1 amplitude (and latency) obtained at the fronto-central 335 

channels, FCz and Cz. However, to correct for the multiple comparisons problem (due 336 

to multiple channels and time points), we also analyzed the data using cluster-based 337 

permutation tests (CBPTs) implemented in the FieldTrip toolbox (Maris and Oostenveld, 338 

2007; Oostenveld et al., 2011). Both methods yielded qualitatively similar results, and 339 

thus we will focus on the results of the CBPTs. 340 

We initially conducted the CBPTs on the entire waveforms (-100 to 500 ms), but 341 

a problem arose due to the latency shift between the N1s of /ba/ and /fa CVs (see for 342 

example, Fig. 3A). Consequently, the CBPT may yield significant differences between 343 

the AEPs of these percept types simply due to this latency shift, rather than a real 344 

difference in N1 amplitude. Thus, to circumvent this problem, we developed a hybrid 345 

approach, in which we isolated the N1 peak for each participant and percept type, and 346 

submitted the amplitude values within a window around each individual’s N1 peak (i.e., 347 

10 ms before and after the peak, resulting in a 22 ms window including the peak) for all 348 

64 channels to the CBPT. Peak analysis was performed as follows: 1) The N1 latency 349 

was obtained from the group-averaged AEP waveforms at 20 fronto-central channels 350 

(F3, F1, Fz, F2, F4, FC3, FC1, FCz, FC2, FC4, C3, C1, Cz, C2, C4, CP3, CP1, CPz, 351 

CP2, CP4) for each percept type. 2) The N1 peak latency (most negative point for the 352 

N1) within an 80 (± 40) ms around the group peak from step (1) was obtained for each 353 

individual and percept type using the mean of the above 20 channels. 3) The amplitude 354 
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values for each percept type within the 22 ms (11 sample points) window around each 355 

subject’s N1 peak latency were extracted from the data for all channels and submitted 356 

to the CBPTs. 357 

For each percept type contrast, we conducted CBPTs to determine if and in 358 

which channels there were significant differences in N1 amplitude between percept 359 

types. First, two-tailed paired-samples t-tests were performed on the amplitude values 360 

(i.e., the 11 samples of the N1 peak) of two percept types for each channel, in order to 361 

determine univariate effects at the sample level. Only data samples (i.e., time points 362 

within each channel) whose t-value surpassed an alpha level of 0.05 (two-tailed) were 363 

considered for cluster formation, such that neighboring time points and channels with a 364 

univariate p-value < 0.05 were grouped together. Neighboring channels were defined 365 

using FieldTrip’s triangulation method. Finally, cluster-level test statistics were 366 

calculated as the sum of all the t-values within each time-channel cluster. To evaluate 367 

the significance of these cluster-level statistics, a non-parametric null distribution (i.e., a 368 

Monte Carlo approximation) was created by repeating the above steps for each of 2000 369 

random partitions (i.e., permutations) of the data, whereby the percept type labels of the 370 

data were randomly shuffled. For each permutation, the maximum of the cluster-level 371 

test statistics was recorded to form the null distribution. Monte Carlo significance 372 

probabilities (p-values) were computed by comparing the real cluster-level test statistics 373 

to the null distribution of maximum cluster-level statistics. Cluster-based differences 374 

between percept types were considered significant if the cluster’s Monte Carlo p-value 375 

was less than 0.0167. This p-value threshold was selected, since most analyses 376 

involved three contrasts.    377 
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Statistical methods that take all channels into account, often lead to significant 378 

differences between percept types over various scalp locations. This may complicate 379 

the interpretation of the results. Because we are explicitly interested in auditory activity, 380 

we only considered an effect as pertinent to our research question when it reached 381 

significance at channels FCz and/or Cz. Channels FCz and Cz were chosen because 382 

auditory activity is traditionally examined at these sites, as evidenced by a vast amount 383 

of auditory and audiovisual speech research (Näätänen and Picton, 1987; Stekelenburg 384 

and Vroomen, 2007; Shahin et al., 2012; Herrmann et al., 2014). However, the fronto-385 

central activity represents one pole of the auditory generators. Simultaneous activity in 386 

the lower temporo-occipital channels represents the opposite pole of the auditory 387 

generators that give rise to activity at FCz and Cz. This is evident in the topographies of 388 

the subsequent figures. We also chose the FCz/Cz sites as a determinant of a 389 

significant effect at the auditory cortex, because these channels are least overlapped by 390 

visual evoked potentials (see section 3.3.1 below), which are usually largest at occipital 391 

sites and reverse at frontal sites. The majority of contrasts produced two significant 392 

channel clusters, one fronto-central and one temporo-occipital-parietal. We only discuss 393 

the significant results at the fronto-central cluster, which often included FCz/Cz, and 394 

only report the cluster-level p values of the significant contrasts (p < 0.05). 395 

 396 

3. RESULTS 397 

3.1. Behavior 398 

3.1.1. Accuracy and illusion efficacy: We first examined the accuracy of CV 399 

recognition for the control conditions, A-only, V-only, and AV-congruent (Fig. 2A). A 3 x 400 
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2 ANOVA with the variables condition and percept type (/ba/, /fa/) revealed main effects 401 

of condition (F(2, 36) = 12.2, p = 0.0001; p
2
 = 0.4) and percept type (F(1, 18) = 11.3, p = 402 

0.003; p
2
 = 0.38), and an interaction between both variables (F(2, 36) = 4.1, p = 0.045; 403 

p
2
 = 0.19). The main effect of condition was due to more accurate identification of the 404 

CVs for the AV-congruent condition versus the A-only condition (p = 0.0002; Tukey’s) 405 

and for the V-only condition than the A-only condition (p = 0.013), with no difference in 406 

accuracy between the AV-congruent and V-only conditions (p = 0.15). The main effect 407 

of percept type was attributed to more accurate identification of /fa/ than /ba/ across all 408 

conditions. The interaction, however, revealed that more accurate identification of /fa/ 409 

than /ba/ was only significant for the A-only condition (p = 0.0003), and the differences 410 

in accuracy between conditions only occurred for the /ba/ CV (AV-congruent > A-only, p 411 

= 0.0001; V-only > A-only, p = 0.01).   412 

Compared to the control conditions, perception in the AV-incongruent condition 413 

exhibited instability. Illusion-ba (/fa/ heard as /ba/) was experienced on average 33% of 414 

the time and the Illusion-fa (/ba/ heard as /fa/) was experienced on average 76% of the 415 

time (Illusion-fa > Illusion-ba, t(18) = 5.3, p = 0.00005). This asymmetry is not surprising, 416 

as the occurrence of visually-mediated auditory illusion varies across phonemes 417 

(McGurk and Macdonald, 1976; Macdonald and Mcgurk, 1978).  418 

-------------------------------------- 419 
Figure 2 here 420 

-------------------------------------- 421 
 422 

3.1.2. Response Time: Response time (RT) relative to the onset of the sound can 423 

reflect the ease or difficulty experienced during CV identification. We begin by reporting 424 

the RT results for the control conditions (A-only, V-only, AV-congruent), followed by the 425 
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illusion and illusion-failure percepts. One subject had zero trials for illusion-failure-fa; 426 

thus, the subject was excluded from RT analyses that included this percept type.  427 

  For the control conditions (Fig. 2B), an ANOVA with the variables condition and 428 

percept type revealed a main effect of condition (F(2, 36) = 30.1, p < 0.00001; p
2
 = 0.62), 429 

that was due to slower RTs occurring in the A-only condition than the V-only (p =0.0001; 430 

Tukey’s) and the AV-congruent (p< 0.0001) conditions, with no difference between the 431 

RTs of the V-only and AV-congruent conditions (p = 0.36). There was also a main effect 432 

of percept type (F(1, 18) = 8.3, p = 0.01; p
2
 = 0.31); participants responded slower to the 433 

/ba/ than /fa/ CVs. Finally, there was an interaction between condition and percept type 434 

(F(2, 36) = 18.5, p = 0.00003; p
2
 = 0.51), whereby the RT difference between percept 435 

types (RT /ba/ > RT /fa/) was found only on the V-only (p< 0.0001) and AV-congruent 436 

(p< 0.0002) trials, but not on the A-only trials (p = 0.99). This pattern of results suggests 437 

that the visual information for /fa/ was more rapidly identifiable than that for /ba/.  438 

Next, we examined the RTs for the percepts AV-congruent-ba, illusion-ba, and 439 

illusion-failure-ba (Figure 2C). We included the AV-congruent-ba condition in this 440 

analysis because AV-congruent-ba and illusion-ba have the same perceptual outcome, 441 

but different acoustic stimuli. Thus, comparing RTs across these two percepts may 442 

indicate the strength of the illusion. If AV-congruent-ba and illusion-ba have similar RTs, 443 

then this would suggest that the /fa/ versus /ba/ decision on illusion trials (illusion-ba) is 444 

perceptually equal in difficulty as that on ba-congruent trials. However, if the RT on AV-445 

congruent-ba trials is faster than that on illusion-ba trials, then this would indicate that 446 

participants may be struggling with the /fa/ versus /ba/ decision on illusion trials, 447 

perhaps due to their ambiguity. A one-way ANOVA revealed a main effect of percept 448 
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type (F(2, 36) = 16.1, p = 0.00001; p
2
 = 0.47). Participants responded significantly faster 449 

on AV-congruent-ba compared to illusion-ba (p = 0.0003; Tukey’s) and illusion-failure-ba 450 

trials (p = 0.0001), with no significant RT difference between the latter two percept types 451 

(p = 0.8). In other words, compared to /ba/ congruent trials, participants took longer to 452 

respond on visual /ba/ plus acoustic /fa/ trials, regardless of whether or not the illusion 453 

was perceived. This suggests that the AV incongruent stimulus led to at least some 454 

perceptual ambiguity (even when the illusion was perceived) and consequently, greater 455 

difficulty in deciding between /ba/ and /fa/ than the AV-congruent-ba trials. 456 

Finally, we examined the RTs for the percepts AV-congruent-fa, illusion-fa, and 457 

illusion-failure-fa (Figure 2D). The AV-congruent-fa trials were included for the same 458 

rationale as the AV-congruent-ba trials in the previous analysis. A one-way ANOVA 459 

revealed a main effect of percept type (F(2, 34) = 35.7; p < 0.00001; p
2
 = 0.68). 460 

Participants responded significantly faster on AV-congruent-fa and illusion-fa trials than 461 

illusion-failure-fa trials (p = 0.0001 for both contrasts, Tukey’s). There was no significant 462 

difference in RT between AV-congruent-fa and illusion-fa trials (p = 0.5). Thus, a 463 

different pattern of results was observed than the previous analysis. Specifically, 464 

participants took a similar amount of time to respond on AV-congruent-fa and illusion-fa 465 

trials (unlike AV-congruent-ba and illusion-ba), suggesting that perceiving /fa/ in visual 466 

/fa/ plus acoustic /ba/ trials was relatively unambiguous. However, participants 467 

responded slower only when the /fa/ illusion failed, indicating that there was more 468 

ambiguity on illusion-failure-fa trials than illusion-fa and AV-congruent-fa trials.   469 

 A caveat of the above RT analyses is that some percept types were experienced 470 

on very few trials in some subjects, especially for the illusion-failure-fa percept. 471 
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Reanalysis of the previous ANOVA (AV-congruent-fa, illusion-fa, illusion-failure-fa) with 472 

8 subjects that had at least 20 trials per percept type yielded qualitatively similar results.   473 

 474 

Summary of behavioral results: 1) Correct identification of CVs in the control 475 

conditions (Fig. 2) was on average above 90%, suggesting that participants were 476 

generally paying attention to the stimuli. 2) Correct identification of the CV /ba/ occurred 477 

more frequently for the V-only and AV-congruent conditions than the A-only condition; 478 

furthermore, participants were more accurate at identifying /fa/ than /ba/ on A-only trials. 479 

This suggests that the acoustic /ba/ CV was more difficult to identify than the acoustic 480 

/fa/ CV. Participants also responded faster to /fa/ than /ba/ on V-only and AV-congruent 481 

trials, suggesting that visual information was stronger for the phone /f/ than /b/. 3) 482 

Overall, more subjects experienced illusion-fa (acoustic /ba/, heard /fa/) than illusion-ba 483 

(acoustic /fa/, heard /ba/). Perhaps the combination of a less identifiable auditory /ba/ 484 

and more rapidly identifiable visual information for /fa/ contributed to a stronger /fa/ than 485 

/ba/ illusion. 4) Subjects responded equally slower on illusion-ba and illusion-failure-ba 486 

trials compared to AV-congruent-ba trials, suggesting that they found these percepts 487 

during AV-incongruent trials equally ambiguous. However, subjects responded equally 488 

fast on illusion-fa trials compared to AV-congruent-fa trials. Taken together, this pattern 489 

of results suggests that the illusion-fa percept was less ambiguous than the illusion-ba 490 

percept, in line with the previous point – a stronger /fa/ than /ba/ illusion. Subsequent 491 

results of the N1 AEP amplitude dynamics concur with this conclusion. That is, the N1 492 

shift due to illusory perception is more robust for illusion-fa than illusion-ba.     493 

 494 
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3.2. AEPs 495 

From the outset, we confirm that we found no effects of illusion on the N1 latency 496 

(obtained at FCz/Cz, using ANOVAs). For example, the N1 latency for illusion-ba (/fa/ 497 

heard as /ba/) exhibited a similar latency as the N1 for AV-congruent-fa. We conclude 498 

that the auditory stimulus, not perception, drives N1 latency. However, illusory 499 

perception affected N1 amplitude, which we detail below using the CBPTs.  500 

The AEP data of the AV percepts were examined both with and without 501 

subtraction of the V-only evoked potentials. Examining AEPs after subtraction of the 502 

evoked potentials of the silent videos is a way to rule out contributions from visual 503 

stimuli, leaving only contributions from the auditory cortex (see Section 3.3.1 below for 504 

drawbacks of this method). Because the results of the two analyses concurred, we 505 

discuss the raw AEP results (i.e., without subtraction of the V-only potentials) in detail 506 

and briefly discuss the normalized (with V-only subtraction) AEP results.   507 

 508 

3.2.1. Control conditions (A-only, V-only and AV-congruent, n = 19) 509 

The behavior of the N1 AEP in the control conditions served as a reference to 510 

that of the experimental conditions. Figure 3ABC top panels depict group AEP 511 

waveforms (mean across FCz and Cz) for the /ba/ and /fa/ percept types during the A-512 

only, V-only and AV-congruent conditions. Figure 3ABC middle panels depict the N1 513 

topographies (mean of 22 ms around the peak) for the two percept types and the three 514 

conditions. Figure 3ABC lower panels depict the cluster of channels where a significant 515 

difference between the /ba/ and /fa/ percept types occurred for the three conditions. 516 

Finally, Figure 3D depicts a boxplot of the N1 amplitude averaged across channels FCz 517 
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and Cz evoked by /ba/ and /fa/ in the three control conditions. The CBPT showed that 518 

the N1 was larger for /ba/ than /fa/ for all three conditions at fronto-central sites (A-only, 519 

p = 0.001; V-only, p = 0.007; AV-congruent, p = 0.001). However, the difference 520 

between the N1 amplitudes of /ba/ and /fa/ percept types at FCz/Cz only reached 521 

significance for the A-only and AV-congruent conditions. This we believe indicates a 522 

more robust percept type effect at the auditory cortex than the one observed for the V-523 

only condition. Upon examination of individual subject data averaged across FCz/Cz, 524 

larger (more negative) N1s for /ba/ vs. /fa/ were exhibited in 15/19 subjects in the A-only 525 

condition, 13/19 for the V-only condition, and 18/19 in the AV-congruent condition.  526 

Finally, even when the V-only AEP waveforms were subtracted from AV-congruent AEP 527 

waveforms, the /ba/ vs. /fa/ effect remained qualitatively similar (p = 0.001).  528 

It is worth noting that all control conditions exhibited significant differences 529 

between the two percept types at temporo-occipital-parietal sites. These differences are 530 

consistent with stronger auditory generators (opposite poles of the vertex N1), but also 531 

the focal and bilateral hot spots (red colored) at these sites (Fig. 3) are indicative of 532 

contributions from visual potentials.   533 

-------------------------------------- 534 
Figure 3 here 535 

-------------------------------------- 536 
 537 

3.2.2. Experimental condition (AV-incongruent) 538 

The purpose of the analyses described in this section is to test our hypothesis 539 

that visual context alters phonetic representations, as indexed by changes in the N1 540 

amplitude. That is, the N1 of acoustic /fa/ when heard as /ba/ (illusion-ba) due to pairing 541 

with visual /ba/ should increase in amplitude, becoming more negative and thus more 542 
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similar to the N1 amplitude evoked by the AV-congruent-ba percept. Conversely, the N1 543 

of acoustic /ba/ when heard as /fa/ (illusion-fa) due to pairing with visual /fa/, should 544 

decrease in amplitude, becoming less negative and thus more similar to the N1 545 

amplitude evoked the AV-congruent-fa percept. We first present the results of the 546 

illusion and illusion-failure percepts separately. This limited the number of subjects per 547 

analysis, because each subject had to attain at least 40 artifact-free trials per percept 548 

type to be included in any given analysis (section 2.4.2.2). In a subsequent analysis 549 

(section 3.2.2.5), we collapsed across the illusion and illusion-failure percepts, which 550 

allowed us to examine the effects across all subjects.  551 

     552 

3.2.2.1. Illusion-fa (visual /fa/, acoustic /ba/, heard as /fa/; n = 17)  553 

On illusion-fa trials, individuals listened to visual /fa/ paired with acoustic /ba/ and 554 

heard /fa/. According to our hypothesis and the N1 behavior observed in the control 555 

conditions (section 3.2.1), the N1 amplitude of illusion-fa should exhibit a smaller 556 

amplitude than that of AV-congruent-ba and a similar amplitude as that of AV-557 

congruent-fa. Figure 4A upper panel depicts group AEP waveforms (means across 558 

FCz/Cz) for the percept types Illusion-fa, AV-congruent-ba and AV-congruent-fa for the 559 

17 subjects that experienced the illusion (mean illusion 83%) and met the inclusion 560 

criteria. Figure 4A middle panel shows the N1 topographies of the three percept types 561 

and the lower panel shows the clusters of channels where the N1 difference between 562 

two percept types (AV-congruent-ba vs. illusion-fa or illusion-fa vs. AV-congruent-fa) 563 

reached significance. Figure 4B shows a boxplot depicting the group’s N1 amplitudes 564 

averaged across channels FCz and Cz for the three percept types. The CBPTs 565 
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revealed that smaller N1 amplitudes occurred for illusion-fa than AV-congruent-ba (p = 566 

0.005); indeed, 14/17 subjects exhibited an N1 AEP that was smaller for illusion-fa than 567 

AV-congruent-ba at FCz/Cz. Also, the CBPT revealed a larger left lateralized fronto-568 

central activity for the N1 of illusion-fa than AV-congruent-fa (p = 0.004), but because 569 

this effect was not significant at channels FCz and Cz, we consider it a weak effect. This 570 

pattern of results is consistent with our hypothesis – that the N1 amplitude reflects 571 

illusory perception rather than the acoustic characteristics distinguishing the phonemes. 572 

Finally, the contrast between the N1 amplitudes of the congruent percepts yielded a 573 

significant effect (p = 0.001) at channels FCz/Cz, due to larger N1s for AV-congruent-ba 574 

vs. AV-congruent-fa.  575 

In a subsequent step, we conducted the same analysis as above but with the 576 

evoked potentials of the silent condition subtracted from the AEPs of the three percept 577 

types (not shown). The results remained qualitatively similar, except the N1 amplitude of 578 

illusion-fa was intermediate to the N1 amplitudes of the congruent percepts at channels 579 

FCz/Cz (N1 illusion-fa < N1 AV-congruent-ba, p = 0.001; N1 illusion-fa > N1 AV-580 

congruent-fa, p = 0.007); 14/17 subjects exhibited an N1 AEP that was smaller for 581 

illusion-fa than AV-congruent-ba.  582 

-------------------------------------- 583 
Figure 4 here 584 

-------------------------------------- 585 
 586 
3.2.2.2. Illusion-failure-fa (visual /fa/, acoustic /ba/, heard as /ba/; n = 6)  587 

Figure 4C depicts the same analysis as in Figure 4A, except instead of using the 588 

N1 data for illusion-fa we used the N1 data for illusion-failure-fa. However, this analysis 589 

was limited to 6 subjects who met the inclusion criteria. The low number of subjects 590 
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experiencing illusion-failure-fa reflects the robust illusion perception mediated by visual 591 

/fa/. In this contrast, we expected the N1 of the illusion-failure-fa (/ba/ heard as /ba/) to 592 

be similar in amplitude to that of AV-congruent-ba and significantly larger than that of 593 

AV-congruent-fa – that is, opposite the expectations for illusion-fa. Even though all 6 594 

subjects exhibited an N1 amplitude of illusion-failure-fa that was larger than the N1 595 

amplitude of AV-congruent-fa, this effect did not reach significance using the CBPT – 596 

most likely due to the small number of subjects. Because of the small number of 597 

subjects, we also used a less conservative statistical approach, in which we obtained 598 

the N1 amplitude averaged across time (i.e., the 22 ms window around the N1) and 599 

channels (i.e., FCz and Cz) for each of these percept types within each subject. These 600 

values were submitted to paired-samples t-tests, which yielded a significant effect (t(5) = 601 

2.99, p = 0.03) of larger N1 amplitudes occurring for illusion-failure-fa than AV-602 

congruent-fa, and no difference between the N1 amplitudes of AV-congruent-ba and 603 

illusion-failure-fa ((t(5) = .58, p = 0.58). These effects were observed even when the 604 

evoked potentials of the silent condition were subtracted from the percepts’ AEP 605 

waveforms. Despite the low number of subjects, the results support our hypothesis – 606 

when the illusion fails (individuals hear /ba/ as /ba/; Fig. 4C), the N1 does not shrink in 607 

amplitude, like it does during illusory perception (individuals hear /ba/ as /fa/; Fig. 4A). 608 

This N1 result is consistent with the RT results; the RT for illusion-fa was equal to the 609 

RT of AV-congruent-fa, while the RT of illusion-failure-fa was delayed relative to the 610 

RTs of illusion-fa and AV-congruent-fa. 611 

 612 

3.2.2.3. Illusion-ba (visual /ba/, acoustic /fa/, heard as /ba/; n = 9) 613 
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On illusion-ba trials, individuals listened to a visual /ba/ paired with acoustic /fa/ 614 

and heard /ba/. According to our hypothesis, the N1 amplitude of illusion-ba should be 615 

larger than that of AV-congruent-fa and similar to that of AV-congruent-ba. Figure 5A 616 

upper panel depicts group AEP waveforms averaged across channels FCz and Cz for 617 

the percept types Illusion-ba, AV-congruent-ba, and AV-congruent-fa for the 9 subjects 618 

that experienced the illusion (mean illusion 59%) and met the inclusion criterion. Figure 619 

5A middle panel shows the N1 topographies of the three percept types, and the lower 620 

panel shows the clusters of channels where the N1 difference between two percept 621 

types (AV-congruent-ba vs. illusion-ba or illusion-ba vs. AV-congruent-fa) reached 622 

significance. Figure 5B shows a boxplot depicting the group’s N1 amplitudes averaged 623 

across FCz and Cz for the three percept types. The CBPTs revealed a systematic 624 

increase in N1 amplitude differentiating the percepts (N1 illusion-ba < N1 AV-congruent-625 

ba > p = 0.015; N1 illusion-ba > AV-congruent-fa, p = 0.004). Eight out of 9 subjects 626 

exhibited an N1 that was larger for illusion-ba than AV-congruent-fa at channels 627 

FCz/Cz. This result is partially consistent with our hypothesis, because the N1 of 628 

illusion-ba was larger than the N1 of the AV-congruent-fa percept, but intermediate in 629 

amplitude to those of the congruent percepts, rather than exclusively similar to the N1 of 630 

the AV-congruent-ba percept. This is unlike the results of the illusion-fa and illusion-631 

failure-fa percepts, whose N1 amplitudes clearly reflected auditory perception. This N1 632 

behavior likely reflects the ambiguity of the illusion-ba percept (experienced 59% of the 633 

time) and the greater stability of the illusion-fa percept (experienced 83% of the time). 634 

Finally, the contrast between the N1 amplitudes of the congruent percepts in this group 635 
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of subjects yielded a significant effect (p = 0.001) due to larger N1s for AV-congruent-ba 636 

vs. AV-congruent-fa. 637 

-------------------------------------- 638 
Figure 5 here 639 

-------------------------------------- 640 

In a subsequent step, we conducted the same analysis as above but with the 641 

evoked potentials of the silent condition subtracted from the AEPs of the three percept 642 

types. This was done for the same rationale as the Illusion-fa analysis. However, unlike 643 

the illusion-fa analysis, which revealed similar results with and without subtraction of the 644 

V-only AEPs, the illusion-ba results did not hold after the subtraction. That is, the N1 645 

amplitude at FCz/Cz for illusion-ba was not different from that of AV-congruent-fa – it 646 

did not change with perception. However, the N1 of illusion-ba at FCz/Cz was 647 

significantly smaller than that of AV-congruent-ba (p = 0.001).  648 

 649 

3.2.2.4. Illusion-failure-ba (visual /ba/, acoustic /fa/, heard as /fa/; n = 15)  650 

Figure 5C depicts the same analysis as in Figure 5A, except instead of using the 651 

N1 data for illusion-ba we used the N1 data for illusion-failure-ba for the 15 subjects that 652 

met the inclusion criterion. The larger sample size for this analysis, compared to the 653 

illusion-ba analysis, is due to a weak illusion and strong illusion-failure experienced by 654 

the subjects for the visual /ba/ and acoustic /fa/ pairing. In this contrast, we expected the 655 

N1 of the illusion-failure-ba to be similar in amplitude to that of AV-congruent-fa and 656 

significantly smaller than that of AV-congruent-ba – opposite the expectations for 657 

illusion-ba (Figure 5AB). However, this was not the case. Larger N1 amplitudes 658 

occurred for illusion-failure-ba than AV-congruent-fa (p = 0.003), with no difference 659 
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between the N1 amplitudes of AV-congruent-ba and illusion-failure-ba. Eleven out of 15 660 

subjects exhibited a larger N1 AEP for illusion-failure-ba than AV-congruent-fa. These 661 

effects were observed even when the evoked potentials of the silent condition were 662 

subtracted from the percepts’ AEP waveforms, except that the significant effect (N1 663 

illusion-failure-ba > N1 AV-congruent-fa) was observed at Cz but not FCz. In short, 664 

despite the failure to experience the /ba/ illusion (individuals heard /fa/ as /fa/), the N1 665 

behaved similarly as to when individuals perceived the illusion. The N1 of AV-666 

congruent-fa was smaller than the N1s of both illusion-ba and illusion-failure-ba. Thus, 667 

the N1 did not robustly reflect perception, for either percept type in this case. Based on 668 

our previous analysis (Figure 5AB) and the RT results, which showed equal delays for 669 

illusion-ba and illusion-failure-ba relative to AV-congruent-ba (Figure 2D), this N1 670 

behavior is likely due to the perceptual ambiguity of illusion-ba. 671 

 672 

3.2.2.5. Inter-individual variability 673 

This analysis examined inter-individual variability by splitting the subjects into 674 

stronger and weaker illusion perceivers. To obtain adequate power for this analysis, we 675 

used all nineteen subjects, which was possible by collapsing across illusion and illusion-676 

failure trials. Mixing the two percepts is practical: First, the influence of the illusion can 677 

still be gauged, because the group that experienced the illusion more robustly will have 678 

more illusion trials and fewer illusion-failure trials than the weaker group. Second, the 679 

preceding analyses showed that regardless of illusion success or failure, the N1 680 

amplitude shifts in the same direction. This analogous neurophysiological behavior 681 

observed during the illusion and illusion-failure (especially during illusion-ba and illusion-682 
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failure-ba) is not surprising. Several reports on the McGurk illusion have shown that 683 

activity at STS is larger for incongruent than congruent stimuli, regardless of whether 684 

individuals perceive or fail to perceive the illusion (Benoit et al., 2010; Nath and 685 

Beauchamp, 2012). Nath and Beauchamp (2012) further showed that there was no 686 

difference in activity when individuals perceived or failed to perceive the illusion. This is 687 

consistent with our results that both percepts represent ambiguous perception, with 688 

differing degrees of ambiguity across stimulus combinations.  689 

 690 

Illusion+failure-fa (visual /fa/, acoustic /ba/, heard as /ba/ or /fa/) 691 

We contrasted the N1 amplitudes for Illusion+failure-fa, AV-congruent-ba, and 692 

AV-congruent-fa for all 19 subjects (Figure 6A). This is a similar contrast as the one 693 

depicted in Figure 4A, with the exception that we replaced the N1 data of illusion-fa with 694 

that of illusion+failure-fa. Figure 6B shows the same contrast but separated into two 695 

groups (split in the middle, top 9 versus bottom 10 illusion perceivers). One group 696 

consisted of stronger /fa/ illusion-perceivers (n = 9, 97% illusion) and the other group 697 

comprised of moderate (weaker) /fa/ illusion-perceivers (n = 10, 57% illusion). When 698 

collapsing across all subjects, the CBPT revealed an effect that was consistent with, but 699 

less robust than, that observed for illusion-fa (compare Fig. 6A to Fig. 4A). That is, the 700 

N1 at channels FCz/Cz for illusion+failure-fa was intermediate in amplitude to the N1s of 701 

the congruent percepts (N1 illusion-fa < N1 AV-congruent-ba, p = 0.001; N1 illusion-fa > 702 

N1 AV-congruent-fa, p = 0.006, effect observed at FCz but not Cz,). So despite that the 703 

N1 reflected the combined illusion and illusion-failure percepts, the effect remained 704 

qualitatively the same as when the N1 reflected the illusion percept only (Fig. 4AB). This 705 
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suggests that even when the illusion fails, there remains some degree of ambiguity 706 

resulting in some shift in the N1 amplitude. These results held even after the evoked 707 

potentials of the silent condition were subtracted from the current percepts’ AEPs.   708 

To further probe the ambiguity factor, we examined the N1 dynamics in the 709 

stronger (less ambiguous) and weaker (more ambiguous) illusion perceivers. The N1 710 

effect associated with a decrease in N1 amplitude when hearing /ba/ as /fa/ (illusion-fa) 711 

was most robustly exhibited in stronger illusion-perceivers. In strong /fa/ illusion-712 

perceivers, the N1 amplitude evoked by illusion+failure-fa was similar to the N1 of AV-713 

congruent-fa (i.e., no significant difference at FCz/Cz), but significantly smaller than the 714 

N1 of AV-congruent-ba (p = 0.01). The moderate (weaker) /fa/ illusion-perceivers did not 715 

exhibit a significantly smaller N1 for illusion+failure-fa relative to AV-congruent-ba (Fig. 716 

6B), as was observed for stronger illusion perceivers. However, like the stronger /fa/ 717 

illusion-perceivers, the weaker illusion perceivers did exhibit larger N1s for AV-718 

congruent-ba vs. AV-congruent-fa (stronger illusion-perceivers: p = 0.009; weaker 719 

illusion-perceivers: p = 0.01, reaching significance at Cz but not FCz). These effects 720 

were reproduced when the evoked potentials of the silent condition were subtracted 721 

from the current percepts’ AEPs, except that for the stronger illusion-perceivers, the N1 722 

of illusion-fa became intermediate relative to the N1s of the congruent percepts.     723 

 724 

Illusion+failure-ba (visual /ba/, acoustic /fa/, heard as /ba/ or /fa/) 725 

Similar to the illusion+failure-fa analysis, we contrasted the N1 amplitudes for 726 

Illusion+failure-ba, AV-congruent-ba, and AV-congruent-fa for all 19 subjects (Fig. 6C). 727 

This is a similar contrast as the one depicted in Figure 5A with exception that we 728 
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replaced the N1 data for illusion-ba with that of illusion+failure-ba. Figure 6D shows the 729 

same contrast but separated into two groups (top 9 vs. bottom 10 illusion perceivers). 730 

One group consisted of moderate (stronger) /ba/ illusion-perceivers (n = 9, 59% illusion) 731 

and the other group comprised of weaker /ba/ illusion-perceivers (n = 10, 10% illusion). 732 

When collapsing across all subjects, the CBPTs revealed that the percept type effect 733 

mirrored the effect for illusion-ba (compare Fig. 6C to Fig. 5A). That is, the N1 at 734 

channels FCz/Cz for illusion+failure-ba was intermediate in amplitude to the N1s of AV-735 

congruent-ba (p = 0.005) and AV-congruent-fa (p = 0.001). So despite that the N1 in the 736 

current analysis reflected the illusion and illusion-failure percepts, the effect remained 737 

the same as when the N1 reflected the illusion percept only (Fig. 5AB). Again, this 738 

suggests that even when the illusion fails, there is ambiguity which causes the N1 to 739 

shift. However, this effect was most robustly exhibited in stronger /ba/ illusion-740 

perceivers. In this group, the N1 evoked by illusion+failure-ba was smaller than the N1 741 

of AV-congruent-ba (p = 0.008), and significantly larger than the N1 of AV-congruent-fa 742 

(p = 0.001). The stronger illusion-perceivers also showed a significant difference 743 

between the N1 amplitudes of the congruent percepts (AV-congruent-ba > AV-744 

congruent-fa, p = 0.001). In contrast, the weaker /ba/ illusion-perceivers did not exhibit 745 

differences between the N1 amplitudes of the illusion+failure-ba relative to those of the 746 

congruent percepts. They did not even exhibit a difference between the N1 amplitudes 747 

of the congruent percepts. Finally, these effects were reproduced when the evoked 748 

potentials of the silent condition were subtracted from the current percepts’ AEPs.     749 

-------------------------------------- 750 
Figure 6 here 751 

-------------------------------------- 752 
 753 
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Summary of AEP results: 1) The N1 amplitude shift for illusory /fa/ was more robust 754 

than that for illusory /ba/. This is consistent with the behavioral results, which showed 755 

more robust illusory perception mediated by visual /fa/ than visual /ba/ (see section 3.1). 756 

2) The N1 AEP was larger for /ba/ than /fa/ in the A-only and AV-congruent control 757 

conditions, but not in the V-only control condition. 3) In the experimental condition (AV-758 

incongruent), several analyses revealed that the N1 of the illusory percepts (illusion-ba 759 

and illusion-fa) shifted in amplitude with perception. The aforementioned shift mirrored 760 

the N1 amplitude in response to A-only and AV-congruent /ba/ and /fa/. That is, when 761 

auditory /fa/ was perceived as /ba/ (illusion-ba), the N1 to auditory /fa/ increased in 762 

amplitude, becoming similar to the N1 amplitude of AV-congruent-ba. When auditory 763 

/ba/ was perceived as /fa/ (illusion-fa), the N1 to auditory /ba/ decreased in amplitude 764 

(i.e., shifted towards the N1 amplitude of AV-congruent-fa). 4) In the last set of 765 

analyses, the subjects were divided into sub-groups, based on how often they 766 

experienced each illusion. This analysis revealed that the above N1 effects were 767 

significantly more pronounced in individuals that experienced the illusion more robustly.  768 

 769 

3.3. Caveats and considerations 770 

3.3.1. Subtraction of V-only AEPs: Subtraction of evoked potentials of the silent 771 

condition (V-only) from AEPs of the AV conditions is a practice commonly used in 772 

audiovisual research (Stekelenburg and Vroomen, 2007; Alsius et al., 2014; Baart and 773 

Samuel, 2015). Our results except for one (illusion-ba vs. AV-congruent-fa) largely held 774 

with this subtraction. However, a caveat of this approach is that if the silent condition 775 

evokes auditory activity (Calvert et al., 1997; Pekkola et al., 2005; Besle et al., 2008), as 776 
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can safely be deduced from the topographies of the V-only condition (Fig. 3B; fronto-777 

central negativity), then by removing the evoked potentials of the silent condition, a 778 

critical effect (visual modulation of auditory cortex) is also removed. Also, the 779 

assumption of additivity (AV = A +V) is not well supported (Besle et al., 2004; Van 780 

Wassenhove et al., 2005; Pilling, 2009). Nonetheless, in the present study, visual 781 

evoked potentials superimpose with the AEPs as observed in Figure 3BC (left 782 

topographies) and Figure 5A (left and middle topographies). However, it is not clear to 783 

what extent, if any, this superimposition affects the AEPs at fronto-central sites 784 

(channels FCz/Cz), where auditory activity is prominent. Figures 3BC and 5A show a 785 

distinct focal activity at parieto-occipital sites (red color) that is consistent with visual 786 

potentials. However, they also show negative frontal and vertex activity (blue). The 787 

vertex activity is consistent with a negative auditory potential (N1), though the frontal 788 

activity most likely reflects the negative pole of the generators of the visual evoked 789 

potentials over parieto -occipital sites. We have no way of knowing whether this visual 790 

activity is related to viseme representations (a meaningful visual response coinciding 791 

with the auditory N1) or due to non-meaningful mouth movements (i.e., a confound).  792 

To provide reassurance that the visual activity did not influence the results, we 793 

conducted a supplementary analysis. We re-analyzed the contrast depicted in Figure 794 

5A, with only ICA components (maximum of 3 per subject) that represented auditory 795 

activity. We discarded all other components including those representing visual evoked 796 

potentials. We stress that the rejected ICA components were common across all 797 

conditions. If the N1 AEP effect observed in Figure 5A is an artifact of visual evoked 798 

potentials, then it should diminish following this operation. The results of the new 799 
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analysis using the CBPTs are shown in Figure 7 (compare to Fig. 5A AEP waveforms 800 

and topographies). Two striking differences distinguish the two figures: 1) the 801 

waveforms are substantially smaller in the new analysis; 2) the posterior focal 802 

positivities (visual evoked potentials) have disappeared. More importantly, despite a 803 

reduction in amplitude and the absence of visual potentials, the outcome was 804 

qualitatively the same as the original analysis. The CBPTs revealed that the N1 805 

amplitude of illusion-ba was smaller than that of AV-congruent-ba (p = 0.013), and 806 

larger (more negative) than the N1 of AV-congruent-fa (p = 0.001 reaching significance 807 

at Cz but not FCz; 8/9 subjects showed this effect). In other words, perception of 808 

illusion-ba increased the N1 amplitude of /fa/ to be intermediate to the congruent 809 

percepts, as was found in the original analysis, which included ICA components 810 

associated with visual potentials (Figure 5A). This supplementary analysis reduces the 811 

likelihood that the effects observed in this study are attributed to visual evoked 812 

potentials contaminating auditory activity.   813 

-------------------------------------- 814 
Figure 7 here 815 

-------------------------------------- 816 

3.3.2. Baseline choice: We baselined the post-stimulus activity to the 100 ms pre-817 

acoustic stimulus period. However, this period may be contaminated by activity 818 

attributed to the preceding visual stimulus. To alleviate our concern, we conducted a re-819 

analysis of the data in which we baselined to an earlier period (-600 to -500 ms pre-820 

stimulus). This earlier period occurred before any pre-articulatory mouth movements. All 821 

effects reported in the original analyses were qualitatively replicated. The decision to 822 

use the 100 ms pre-acoustic period for the baseline was motivated by a strategy to 823 
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maximize the number of trials, since more trials are rejected (due to artifacts) with a 824 

longer pre-stimulus interval (and thus a longer epoch).  825 

 826 

4. DISCUSSION 827 

4.1. Brief summary and theory  828 

We show that the N1 amplitude is augmented when subjects perceive illusion-ba 829 

(visual /ba/, acoustic /fa/, heard /ba/) and weakened when they perceive illusion-fa 830 

(visual /fa/, acoustic /ba/, heard /fa/). These effects mirror the direction of the N1 831 

amplitude observed for these CVs in ecological listening situations (e.g., A-only 832 

speech). Also, these N1 effects were more robust in stronger than weaker illusion 833 

perceivers. The results support a mechanism by which the visual modality influences 834 

encoding of phonetic features at the auditory cortex, and that this influence commences 835 

at early stages of processing (Van Wassenhove et al., 2005; Alsius and Munhall, 2013).   836 

The robustness of AV integration is related to the speeding and suppression of 837 

N1-P2 AEPs (Besle et al., 2004; Van Wassenhove et al., 2005; Roa Romero et al., 838 

2015). The current data also showed this outcome. In a separate analysis (not 839 

presented in the Results section), we found that the N1-P2 latencies of the auditory /ba/ 840 

CVs occurred earlier during the AV-congruent condition versus the A-only condition (p < 841 

0.05; paired t-tests). Moreover, the P2 amplitudes for both /ba/ and /fa/ CVs were 842 

significantly smaller during the AV-congruent condition versus the A-only condition (p < 843 

0.05). The Dynamic Reweighting Model (DRM, Bhat et al., 2015), which builds on the 844 

predictive coding model (Van Wassenhove et al., 2005), attributes the suppressive 845 

effect to a visually-driven shift in neural processing from low- to high-level auditory 846 
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networks. This shift causes inhibition of activity in the core and surrounding regions of 847 

the auditory cortex (hence the reduced AEPs), and simultaneously excites networks 848 

along the STS/G and middle temporal gyrus (MTG) that encode phonetic and linguistic 849 

features, allowing the visual system to engage these representations.  850 

While suppression of the N1-P2 may index a general process during AV 851 

integration, our results suggest an additional, more specific role for the N1 AEP. 852 

Consistent with previous accounts (Ghazanfar et al., 2005; Kayser et al., 2008, 2010) 853 

and the DRM, the N1 may also reflect visually-driven changes to phonetic 854 

representations at the auditory cortex, via cross-modal inhibitory and excitatory 855 

mechanisms. For example, in the case of illusion-ba, the /b/ viseme excites 856 

representations of the /b/ phoneme, while weakening representations of other 857 

phonemes, including the /f/ phoneme. However, the incoming acoustic signal /fa/ 858 

activates representations of the /f/ phoneme. The cumulative outcome of the two 859 

processes leads to an intermediate (ambiguous) neurophysiological state whereby 860 

perception can go either way: illusion (biased toward the visual cue) or illusion-failure 861 

(biased toward the acoustic cue). This neutral state is reflected in the N1 behavior, in 862 

which both the illusion and illusion-failure evoke an N1 amplitude that is intermediate to 863 

those of the congruent percepts (Figure 5A). The RT data supports this account, as 864 

subjects’ RTs during illusion-ba and illusion-failure-ba were equally delayed relative to 865 

the AV-congruent-ba percept, suggesting that individuals struggled to identify the 866 

sounds as /ba/ or /fa/ regardless if they perceived the illusion or not. This intermediate 867 

state hypothesis applies to varying degrees depending on the viseme-phoneme pairs, 868 

with the illusion-fa being less ambiguous than the illusion-ba for example. Indeed, for 869 
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both the illusion-fa and illusion-failure-fa trials, the behavioral and N1 results more 870 

robustly reflected auditory perception – the N1 and RT shifted with the illusion, but not 871 

with the illusion-failure. Along these lines, we posit that because phonetic 872 

representations overlap to varying degrees within the auditory cortex (Mesgarani et al., 873 

2014), sometimes the intermediate state causes perception of a third phoneme (e.g., 874 

classical McGurk: visual /ga/, acoustic /ba/, heard /da/).  875 

 876 

4.2. Evidence of visual priming of the auditory cortex 877 

Prior AV and visual-only studies demonstrated that vision activates low- and 878 

high-level regions of the auditory cortex (Calvert et al., 1997; Ghazanfar et al., 2005; 879 

Kayser et al., 2008, 2010; Okada et al., 2013; but Bernstein et al., 2002). Ghazanfar et 880 

al., (2005) showed that species-specific face and voice integration takes place in the 881 

core and lateral belt of the auditory cortex – the same regions that give rise to the N1 882 

AEP in humans (Scherg et al., 1989; Zouridakis et al., 1998). This influence also 883 

extends to higher level networks. A recent fMRI study (Zhu and Beauchamp, 2017) 884 

showed that voxels in the posterior STS that respond to mouth movements also 885 

respond to speech sounds. This effect was not observed for voxels that respond to eye 886 

movements. More pertinent are the studies by Skipper et al. (2005) and Smith et al. 887 

(2013, discussed in the Introduction). Skipper et al. (2007) showed that activations of 888 

auditory networks during a successful McGurk illusion initially reflect representations of 889 

the acoustic stimulus, but with time transform to reflect the visually-driven auditory 890 

representations. These accounts validate that vision influences phonetic 891 
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representations at the auditory cortex, and this influence spans both low- and high-level 892 

auditory networks.  893 

 894 

4.3. The role of multisensory networks  895 

Previous imaging work has identified several brain regions that could act as hubs 896 

for fusion of AV percepts, including but not limited to: the posterior STS/G (Calvert et al., 897 

2000; Beauchamp et al., 2004, 2010; Erickson et al., 2014), middle STS (Miller and 898 

D’Esposito, 2005; Venezia et al., 2017), MTG (Beauchamp et al., 2004), and superior 899 

parietal lobule (Molholm, 2006). However, the findings of these studies do not 900 

categorically link these networks with fusion of AV percepts per se. First, most 901 

aforementioned brain regions are within networks associated with phonological 902 

processing (Binder et al., 2000; Hickok and Poeppel, 2007; Hocking and Price, 2008; 903 

Mesgarani et al., 2014; Arsenault and Buchsbaum, 2015). These regions receive inputs 904 

from auditory and visual centers (Venezia et al., 2017; Zhu and Beauchamp, 2017). 905 

Hence, changes observed at these networks, and manifested in the N1 behavior, may 906 

also entail recruitment of phonetic representations along low- and high-level 907 

phonological networks to varying levels in response to incongruent and congruent 908 

stimuli. Second, the posterior STS has been shown to behave similarly in response to 909 

inter-modal versus intra-modal pairing of stimuli (Hocking and Price, 2008). This led 910 

some investigators to propose that activity within the posterior STS may reflect a 911 

comparison process to determine if concurrent stimuli match one another (Hocking and 912 

Price, 2008). In short, there is tangible evidence that several high-level networks (e.g., 913 

STS/G and MTG) are engaged during AV integration. Their involvement may reflect a 914 
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direct role (i.e., fusing of percepts) or a supportive top-down role, whereby following 915 

evaluation of a mismatch among incoming AV percepts (Hocking and Price, 2008), they 916 

communicate the outcome to low-level speech areas (Arnal et al., 2009; Blank and von 917 

Kriegstein, 2013; Bhat et al., 2015; Venezia et al., 2017) in order to regulate phonetic 918 

encoding. Alternatively, differences in activity within these high-level networks may also 919 

reflect visually-mediated changes in phonetic encoding.  920 

 921 

4.3 Inter-individual variability 922 

We also observed individual differences for each AV stimulus pair, whereby 923 

stronger and weaker illusion perceivers exhibited different patterns of N1 amplitudes. 924 

Inter-individual variability in the frequency of illusory perception is well known in the 925 

McGurk effect literature (see Gurler et al., 2015; Proverbio et al., 2016). One’s age 926 

(Pearl et al., 2009; Setti et al., 2013), native language background (Hazan et al., 2010), 927 

and musical experience (Proverbio et al., 2016) can influence McGurk effect 928 

susceptibility, as can schizophrenia (White et al., 2014) and autism spectrum disorder 929 

(Stevenson et al., 2014). Differences in methodology, including the talker and segments 930 

used for the stimuli, also influence the illusion’s strength (Hazan et al., 2010).  931 

Prior research has found that inter-individual differences of the McGurk illusion 932 

are associated with activity in the left STS/G; specifically, individuals who experienced 933 

the McGurk illusion more often exhibited a stronger STS/G response (Hall et al., 2005; 934 

Nath and Beauchamp, 2012). The current results add to the literature on the 935 

neurophysiological differences associated with susceptibility to the McGurk effect. As 936 

stated, subjects who more strongly experienced illusion-ba showed a significant N1 937 
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amplitude distinction between the congruent percepts of /ba/ and /fa/, relative to the 938 

illusory percept and relative to one another (Fig. 6D, left panel). The weaker /ba/ 939 

illusion-perceivers did not show this N1 distinction, not even between the congruent /ba/ 940 

and /fa/ percepts. This was also the tendency for illusory /fa/ (Fig. 6B). Based on this 941 

observation, a mechanism for this inter-individual variability could be that compared to 942 

weaker illusion-perceivers, strong illusion-perceivers have less overlap within the 943 

auditory cortex between the neural representations of the two phonemes. In other 944 

words, the strong illusion-perceivers have neural networks (representing the phonemes) 945 

that are more distinct and have more specialized properties, which allow the visual input 946 

to more strongly impact these networks and consequently impact auditory perception. 947 

 948 

4.4. Conclusion 949 

The current findings provide evidence that visual speech influences phonetic 950 

encoding at the auditory cortex. We assert that this is one mechanism in which visual 951 

input shapes auditory perception, likely with support from high-level multisensory 952 

networks such as the posterior STS. Further research should examine the 953 

generalizability of these findings to other AV phoneme combinations.  954 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 1145 

Figure 1: Hypothesis and Stimuli. A. This panel visually depicts our hypothesis. When 1146 

perceivers are presented with visual /ba/ and acoustic /fa/ and hear /ba/ (Illusion-ba), 1147 

visual networks weaken the weighting of the phone /f/ auditory representations. When 1148 

perceivers are presented with visual /fa/ and acoustic /ba/ and hear /fa/ (Illusion-fa), 1149 

visual networks strengthen the weighting of the phone /f/ representations. B. 1150 

Spectrograms of the acoustic CVs are displayed.  1151 

 1152 

Figure 2: Accuracy and response time: A. Box plot depicting percent correct 1153 

identification of /ba/ and /fa/ CVs for the A-only, V-only, and AV-congruent control 1154 

conditions. Here and in subsequent figures, plus signs indicate outliers. B. Response 1155 

times (RTs) for the /ba/ and /fa/ CVs for the three control conditions. C. Boxplots 1156 

depicting RTs for the AV-congruent-ba, illusion-ba and illusion-failure-ba percept types. 1157 

D. Boxplots depicting RTs for the AV-congruent-fa, illusion-fa and illusion-failure-fa 1158 

percept types. Non-significant (p > 0.05) effects are abbreviated as “ns”.  1159 

 1160 

Figure 3: AEPs of control conditions (n = 19): A, B, C. Group AEP waveforms (top 1161 

panels) and N1 topographies (middle panels) evoked by the CVs /ba/ and /fa/ of A-only, 1162 

V-only and AV-congruent conditions. The lower panels depict the head plots of the 1163 

cluster of channels where the contrast distinguishing the N1s of /ba/ and /fa/ percepts 1164 

reached significance for each of the three conditions. D. Box plot depicting the N1 1165 

amplitude data at channels FCz/Cz for the percept types /ba/ and /fa/ for the three 1166 

control conditions. Note, here and in subsequent figures: 1) Time 0 ms indicates the 1167 
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onset of acoustic /fa/. Acoustic /ba/ commenced 50 ms later; this shift should be kept in 1168 

mind when examining all AEP waveforms. 2) AEP waveforms reflect the mean evoked 1169 

potential across FCz and Cz. 3) The N1 topographies reflect the group average of each 1170 

subject’s mean amplitude across the 22 ms surrounding the individual’s N1 peak 1171 

latency. 4) The p-values displayed are those of the cluster-level statistics. 5) “ns” 1172 

indicates non-significant difference at either channel FCz, Cz or both. 1173 

 1174 

Figure 4: AEPs of illusory /fa/. A. Group (n = 17) AEP waveforms (top panel, channels 1175 

FCz/Cz) and N1 topographies (middle panel) of the AV-congruent-ba, AV-congruent-fa 1176 

and Illusion-fa (/ba/ heard as /fa/) percept types. The lower panel depicts head plots of 1177 

the cluster of channels where significant differences in N1 amplitude were observed 1178 

between illusion-fa vs. AV-congruent-ba (left) and illusion-fa vs. AV-congruent-fa (right). 1179 

B. Box plot depicting the N1 amplitude data for the same percept types averaged 1180 

across channels FCz/Cz. C. Group (n = 6) AEP waveforms for the AV-congruent-ba, 1181 

AV-congruent-fa and Illusion-failure-fa percept types. 1182 

 1183 

Figure 5: AEPs of illusory /ba/. A. Group (n = 9) AEP waveforms (top panel, channels 1184 

FCz/Cz) and N1 topographies (middle panel) of the AV-congruent-ba, AV-congruent-fa 1185 

and Illusion-ba (/fa/ heard as /ba/) percept types. The lower panel depicts head plots of 1186 

the cluster of channels where significant differences in N1 amplitude were observed 1187 

between illusion-ba vs. AV-congruent-ba (left) and illusion-ba vs. AV-congruent-fa 1188 

(right). B. Box plot depicting the N1 amplitude data for the same percept types averaged 1189 
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across channels FCz/Cz. C. Group (n = 15) AEP waveforms for the AV-congruent-ba, 1190 

AV-congruent-fa and Illusion-failure-ba percept types. 1191 

 1192 

Figure 6. Individual variability. A. This figure depicts AEP waveforms for the same 1193 

illusory /fa/ contrast as in Figure 4A, except the AEP waveforms represent the 1194 

combination of AEPs of the illusion and illusion-failure percepts, as opposed to illusion 1195 

percept only in Figure 4A. B. The same contrast as in A, except that the AEPs are split 1196 

into strong (n = 9, mean illusion of 97%) and moderate (n = 10, mean illusion of 57%) 1197 

/fa/ illusion-perceivers. C. This figure depicts AEP waveforms for the same illusory /ba/ 1198 

contrast as in Figure 5A, except the AEP waveforms represent the combination of AEPs 1199 

of the illusion and illusion failure percepts. D. The same contrast as in C, except that the 1200 

AEPs are split into moderate (n = 9, mean illusion of 59%) and weak (n = 10, mean 1201 

illusion of 10%) /ba/ illusion-perceivers. 1202 

 1203 

Figure 7: This figure shows the same analysis depicted in Figure 5A, except the data 1204 

were based solely on ICA components that represented auditory topographies. 1205 
















